
Introduction
With the advance of technologies, we can manipulate multime-
dia contents nowadays. An ubiquitous application regarding
audio signals called time-scaled modification (TSM) is used in
our daily life. It’s also known as playback speed control. In-
terestingly, we haven’t discovered any method using (artificial
intelligence) AI to refine TSM algorithm and leverage the quality
of the synthetic audio.

We proposed a novel TSM approach. While traditional/spectral
methods use framing technique/STFT to get high-level units.
TSM-Net, our neural-networkmodel encodes the raw audio into
a high-level latent representation called Neuralgram. Since the
resulting Neuralgram is an image-like data, we apply some ex-
isting image resizing techniques and decode it using our neural
decoder to obtain the time-scaled audio.

Related Works
Modeling audio is not a trivial task. Models that directly gener-
ate raw audio waveform are known as vocoder which can be
conditioned on some high-level abstract features. In applica-
tions like TTS pipeline, the network often predicts the speech
spectrogram of given texts, then uses a vocoder to get the au-
dio. Modern neural-enabled vocoders bring the synthetic qual-
ity to a next level.

Decreasing the sampling rate to simplify the dimensionality is
another option. However, the Nyquist-Shannon sampling the-
orem suggests that the low sampling rate would lead to serious
aliasing. The figure below shows two signals with different fre-
quency components, which are the aliases for each other in the
discrete domain, represented as black dots.
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Methodology
Instead of directly scaling on the raw waveform, which leads to
the pitch shifting, we encode the raw waveform as a real-valued
Neuralgram and scale it. A Neuralgram is applicable on TSM
only when the following exists.

• An encoder-decoder pair that is capable of fairly reconstruct-
ing the raw waveform.

• A compression ratio that is high enough to put an entire sinu-
soid of the lowest frequency present into one sample in the
Neuralgram

Figure (b) illustrates the result of directly stretching the audio
waveform and (d) illustrates the result of stretching the Neural-
gram which captures the entire sinusoid.
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The encoder-decoder pair mentioned above is a convolution
autoencoder trained by GAN architecture, where a discrimina-
tor model tries to distinguish the generated audio from the real
one. The optimizing loss is defined as below.
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And the autoencoder tries to fool the discriminator by generat-
ing realistic audio. The loss for it is defined as below.
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Experiment
We train our model with Tesla P100 on four Datasets. For the
details of the training techniques and sample outputs. Please
checkout our paper and visit our demonstration page.
• https://ernestchu.github.io/tsm-net-paper/tsm-net.pdf
• https://ernestchu.github.io/tsm-net-demo/

Conclusion and future work
The proposed method demonstrated a simple and efficient ap-
proach to manipulate the audio. It mitigates the issues found
in the traditional TSM. It can also be incorporated with the ad-
vancements in other domains such as image interpolation to
leverage the audio quality.
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